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INTEGRA-pw safety barrier

Material price list 2021

INTEGRA-pw 943 according data sheet DE/GB 200 DE 200 - price per meter
surface

2506 mm

2556 - 3756 mm

3806 - 4356 mm

hot dip galvanized

125,00 €

111,00 €

104,00 €

powdercoated RAL

4406 - 5006 mm 5056 - 5506 mm
102,00 €

105,00 €

on request

INTEGRA-pw 1143 according data sheet DE/GB 250 -price per meter
surface

2506 mm

2556 - 3756 mm

3806 - 4356 mm

hot dip galvanized

137,00 €

123,00 €

116,00 €

powdercoated RAL

4406 - 5006 mm 5056 - 5506 mm
114,00 €

117,00 €

on request

Laterial cut for ramps on INTEGRA-pw safety barrier in the mesh raster >> 15,-- € / element.
Cut in areas of the bulge with widths of approximately 250-500 mm >> 15,-- € / element
All prices are net prices based on the following terms of payment and delivery.
terms of payment: According to agreement.

delivery time

hot dip
10-12 weeks after written order and technical clarification.
galvanized:

terms of delivery:
1. The prices are for material including the fixation elements according to the approval (Z-14.7-635)
per meter net ex works and without VAT/duty.
2. Surcharge for order processing, packaging and transport "level by level" according to the client's
specifications >> 8% on the unit price for materials.
3. Freight costs depend on the quantity and location. Please always inquire about freight cost in
advance.
4. Specification of the galvanized surface: galvanizing according to DIN EN ISO 1461.
5. Details of the coated surface: Additional powder coating in a standard color according to the RAL
Classic color collection - Degree of gloss: glossy (excluding metallic and signal colors).
6. The price list is valid until further notice.
7. Technical changes reserved.
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